Provider Engagement Solution

P ar e o ® P ro v ide r

D r i ve e n g a g eme nt & d ec rea se cos ts

As contracting and claim adjudication grow more complex,
transparent communication to enable a cleaner claims process
grows ever-more important. Pareo® Provider is a payer-provider
portal that helps health plans demonstrate value on fundamental
communication needs around claims payment accuracy.

Build trust
with providers
by transparently
sharing payment
information.

Learn More

Payment Accuracy
Communication Tool

A HIPAA-compliant,
HITRUST certified portal to
communicate with providers,
access and manage
supporting documentation.

Payment Processing

A streamlined way to manage
payments with providers,
allowing for easier and
documented reconcilliation.

Insights Dashboard

Payers & providers see
personalized dashboards
housing relevant information,
including payment
forecasting.

Experience the difference
transparent technology
can bring to your provider
relationships.
If you have found success with Pareo, now is
the time to transform paper-heavy, manual
communications into true engagement
with your providers. Pareo Provider includes
electronic alerting, real-time access to
claims status, provider self-reporting and
denial management. These features can
lower costs, improve recoveries and reduce
abrasion to create value for both payers and
providers.
Available with any Pareo product as part of
a Total Payment Integrity solutions stack.

Get Started
Click here to schedule a consultation with

an expert and learn how to transform engagement with providers.

Pareo is a registered product of ClarisHealth. All Rights Reserved.

Accurate
Share real-time information
with providers for a clean claims
process

Communicate

Easily approve overpayments
and handle disputes upstream,
leading to faster recoveries and
lower re-work costs

Digitize

Reduce print, mail & labor costs
and increase coordination with
providers

Organize

Process records requests,
organize and store
documentation

Report

Access-based reporting for
payers and providers shows
payment reconcilliation
forecasting, and other essential
A&R metrics

